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Credits and Incentives

Maryland Appeal Court
Expands “Date of Finality”
Rule for Property Tax
Assessments
This article analyzes a recent decision
by the Maryland Court of Special
Appeals concerning the interpretation
of the “date of finality” rule, which was
thought by many practitioners to limit
the consideration of comparable sales
to a time frame before January 1. The
Court interpreted the statute more
expansively to allow sales after the
date of finality in certain circumstances.
Michael G. Campbell, Esq.
Miller, Miller & Canby
Rockville, MD
Phone: (301) 762-5212
Email: mgcampbell@mmcanby.com
Article begins on page 4

Income Tax

The Transferability and
Monetization of State Tax
Credits
The transferability and monetization
of state tax credits is a relatively new
concept. State tax credits evolved
from two federal tax credit programs
created in the 1980s. States use
tax credits in order to promote
investment in economic development
and increasingly to prevent existing
businesses from moving out-of-state.
The problem encountered early on
in the promotion of these credits was
what to do if the credit cannot be
fully used by the taxpayer. Sale, or
transferability, of tax credits was one
possible solution. While on the federal
level there is a large pool of potential
tax credit buyers, this is not necessarily
true on the state level.
Jennifer Zimmerman, Esq.
Horwood Marcus & Berk Chartered
Northbrook, IL
Phone: (312) 606-3247
Email: jzimmerman@hmblaw.com

Amy F. Nogid, Esq.
Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP
New York, NY
Phone: (212) 389.5086
Email: amy.nogid@sutherland.com
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While most states grudgingly recognize
that they cannot include income or gain
from the sale of non-unitary stock in
taxable income, New York State and
City just replaced approaches that
(may have) allowed inclusion of those
amounts with approaches that almost
certainly lead to unconstitutional
results. This article describes how New
York State and City (together, “New
York”) once may have had it made, and
now may have made problems.1

Leah Robinson, Esq.
Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP
New York, NY
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Email: leah.robinson@sutherland.com
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This article only addresses the issue
of whether the recent New York legislation
may run afoul of the U.S. Constitution
with respect to its treatment of gains
from investment sales. We don’t mean to
suggest that the only potential constitutional
issues with the new regime hail from such
changes.
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“Do I Need an Appraisal to Reduce My Ad Valorem TPP
Tax?—A Magistrate’s Perspective”
Often taxpayers and tax agents go
to a value adjustment board hearing
without knowing the requirements of
overcoming the county tax appraiser’s
presumption of correctness. This
article will take you behind the judge’s
bench to see what communication
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case and explains how a property tax
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provide valuable insights to taxpayers,
tax agents/advocates, tax attorneys,
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IPT is proud to welcome Margaret C.
Wilson, CMI, Esq., as President for the
2015 – 2015 term. She is a founding
partner of Wilson Agosto LLP, and is
admitted to the bars of New Jersey,
New York and Pennsylvania. Her
practice focuses on state and local
taxation, including state and local
tax controversies, multistate tax
planning, and the state and local tax
aspects of reorganizations and M&A.
She has previously been a partner
with two other national law firms
and Associate General Counsel for
Verizon Communications in charge of
state and local taxation.
President Wilson frequently lectures
and writes on state and local taxation
topics, with articles in publications
including the ABA State and Local Tax
Lawyer, the ABA Tax Lawyer, State
Tax Notes, the Journal of Multistate
Taxation, and the T.E.I. Tax Executive.
She also authors the Corporation

county property appraisers, and
independent fee appraisers hired to
provide appraisals for tax appeal.
Tammy Blackburn, ASA
Equipment and Inventory Appraiser
For What It’s Worth Appraisals, Inc.
Seminole, FL
Phone: (727) 902-9744
Email: tammy@forwhatitsworth.us
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Business Tax and Sales and Use
Tax chapters of the New Jersey Tax
Handbook (American Lawyer Media).
Ms. Wilson received a juris doctor with
honors from the University of Michigan
Law School in 1994, a master of laws
in taxation from New York University
School of Law in 2002, and earned a
bachelor’s degree with honors from
the University of Michigan in 1991.
She served as a Commissioner on
the Board of Taxation for Somerset
County, New Jersey from 2006 to
2010. She previously served as
the Vice Chair of the American Bar
Association State and Local Tax
Committee, and as the Chair of the
Taxation Section of the New Jersey
State Bar Association.
Ms. Wilson joined IPT in 2004, and
earned the CMI in Income Tax in
2008. Since joining, she has been
an active member of the Institute, cochairing the Advanced State Income
Tax School, speaking at numerous
IPT symposia and conferences,
serving on many IPT committees and
sitting on the Board Governors. She
was elected Second Vice President
in 2013, and served as First Vice
President in 2014.
She lives in Somerville, New Jersey,
with her husband, Rob, who is also a
lawyer, and their “crazy” corgi, Ralph.
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President’s
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Margaret C. Wilson, CMI, Esq.
President June 2015-2016

T

hank you to everyone who attended IPT’s Annual
Conference in San Diego. It was a great event and
a terrific way to start off IPT’s new year, a year in
which we celebrate our 40th anniversary. As President,
I look forward to working with the Board of Governors,
Committee Chairs and each of you to further IPT’s
mission of providing members with superior educational
resources; offering a unique and diverse professional
certification program; and advocating the equitable
administration of state and local taxes.

However, getting someone to the door isn’t the same
as inviting them in. As I outlined during the Annual
Conference, one of my main objectives as President is
to facilitate the creation of professional networks and
mentoring relationships within IPT in order to help new and
potential members find their place within the organization.
I envision a program that pairs newer members with more
senior ones to help the newer members acclimate and
thrive within the Institute. I like to think of it as IPT’s version
of “phone a friend” from Who Wants to be a Millionaire, a
resource to rely on when you have a question; a guide
to help navigate you through; and a sounding board
when you need help finding the answer. These types of
relationships are beneficial to both mentors and mentees,
allowing each to grow professionally and develop stronger
networks within the field of taxation.
Throughout the year, I will work with the Member
Connection Committee, the Board of Governors and
others to create a structure of outreach and follow up for
those new to IPT. I encourage you to contact the IPT staff
or me if you have ideas for ways to build IPT’s approach
to fostering sustainable new relationships. I think this is an
exciting way for us to grow.
Don’t forget that we have a full schedule of programs in
the fall including five symposia and the Property Tax and
Personal Property Tax Schools. I also encourage you to
visit ipt.org to find out more about the upcoming programs.
Until then, have a great summer, and I look forward to
seeing many of you this fall.
Margaret C. Wilson, CMI, Esq.
President

For me, the highlight of the Conference was the
opportunity to reconnect with colleagues and friends and
meet new ones. In my conversations with many of you,
I was particularly interested to learn how you found IPT,
and repeatedly I heard that it was because a colleague,
peer or manager introduced the organization to you. I feel
confident in saying that many of us are members, CMIs,
CCIPs, instructors and speakers because someone we
know introduced us to IPT. I think we have the responsibility
to continue with that legacy.
In the 2015 Conference registration packet, and in the
registration packets you receive when you attend IPT
events in the coming year, you will see a one page
document entitled “IPT Wants You”. It is a short guide to
help you talk to others about IPT. I encourage each of you
to take a few minutes to read it and think about how you
can tell your IPT story to others. Our organization only
grows stronger as we welcome more tax professionals.
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News You Can Use

PROPERTY TAX

Maryland Appeal Court Expands “Date
of Finality” Rule for Property Tax
Assessments
Michael G. Campbell, Esq.
Miller, Miller & Canby
Rockville, MD
Phone: 301-762-5212
mgcampbell@mmcanby.com

A

recent decision by Maryland’s intermediate
appellate court changes the way most practitioners
understood the application of the “date of finality”
rule. Prior to the decision, it was generally understood
that when real property is valued every three years as of
January 1 – the date of finality – only sales of comparable
properties prior to January 1 could be considered. In
Supervisor of Assessments v. Lane, 222 Md. App. 107
(2015), however, the Court of Special Appeals held that
sales after the date of finality can also be considered in
certain circumstances. This article reviews the Lane case
and its effect on property tax appeals in Maryland.
In the proceedings leading up to the Lane decision,
the Supervisor of Assessments of Montgomery County
issued a notice of assessment of $2,130,000 on a highrise condominium unit in the tony enclave of Chevy
Chase, Maryland. The assessment was effective as of the
date of finality of January 1, 2011. The owner appealed
the valuation to the local assessment office and was
given a “first level” review hearing with the assessor. The
assessor refused to lower his original assessment. As
was her right, the owner filed an appeal to the Property
Tax Assessment Appeals Board. At the Board hearing,
she argued that other comparable units were valued at
a lower rate. After considering the evidence, the Board
affirmed the valuation and noted that the “floor premium”
used by the assessor should be higher than comparable
units on lower floors.
The owner appealed again to the Maryland Tax Court,
an independent agency that provides the highest

administrative level hearings for state and local tax-related
appeals. During a de novo trial, the State Department of
Assessment and Taxation (SDAT) presented evidence of
condominium sales in the same building after the date of
finality, January 1, 2011. The State’s appraiser testified
about sales of three condominium units that closed in
May 2011. Over the owner’s objections, the Tax Court
received this new evidence for consideration. Ultimately,
the Tax Court granted the owner a nominal reduction in
value to $2,075,000.
As permitted under state law, the owner petitioned for
judicial review in the Circuit Court in which the property
is located – the Circuit Court for Montgomery County.
The owner argued to the Circuit Court that, inter alia,
the Tax Court committed an error of law by considering
sales that occurred after the date of finality. She cited
to the Maryland Code, which provides that for property
tax assessments “the value of real property shall be its
value on the date of finality.” Md. Code, Tax-Prop. Art. §
8-102. In a later section of the Code, the “date of finality”
is defined as “the January 1 immediately before the first
taxable year in which the assessment based on the new
value is applicable.” Tax-Prop. § 8-104(b)(2). The owner
argued that the language of this statute prohibited the
consideration of sales subsequent to the date of finality.
The Circuit Court agreed and remanded the case to the
Tax Court for reconsideration.
While the owner may have felt briefly vindicated, any
celebration was short-lived. The State appealed the
Circuit Court decision to the Court of Special Appeals of
Maryland, which assigned a three-judge panel to consider
the matter. The Court disagreed with the owner’s reading
of the statute, noting that the statute provides that
property must be valued as of the date of finality but does
not specify how it is to be done. The Court observed that
valuation of real property is not an “exact science” and the
goal is to determine value. In this regard, the Court noted
that, since 1992, SDAT and its local taxing authorities
have considered sales after the date of finality when such
sales are found to be reasonably close in time to the
date of finality and otherwise comparable. Ultimately, the
Court held that admissibility of evidence is determined by
relevancy and post-finality sales might well be relevant to
valuation.
The Court addressed one other issue that was less
significant, although still interesting to the property tax
practitioner. As a secondary argument, the owner claimed
that SDAT had violated the State’s Constitution, the
Maryland Declaration of Rights, by failing to uniformly
assess her condominium unit in relation to similar units
in the same building. This, she argued, was arbitrary and
Continued on page 5
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capricious. The Court rejected her argument, holding
that the Constitution requires the rules for determining
assessed values to be uniform, not that the assessments
of individual properties be the same. The latter would
be impossible to achieve, the Court noted. Moreover,
SDAT employs a mass appraisal approach when initially
valuing properties. When an appeal is filed, however,
SDAT conducts a traditional sales approach directed to
the property in question, which may yield a result different
from the earlier proceedings. Since the Tax Court hearing
is de novo, the information may be new and different than
what was presented in the earlier forum.
The Lane case represents an infrequent foray by the
Maryland Court of Special Appeals into property tax law.
Property tax appeals generally terminate at the Maryland
Tax Court and are rarely appealed further due to the
deference the appellate courts give the Tax Court. Once
again, the appellate court made clear that it will defer to
the Tax Court in considering the relevance of evidence,
even when such consideration appears to go beyond
the reach of the applicable statute. The “date of finality”
rule previously seemed to represent a firm date by which
comparable sales were limited – nothing beyond the date
of finality could be considered because the valuation had
to be as of January 1. In light of the Lane decision, property
tax practitioners, and their appraisers, should be aware
that the Tax Court will consider subsequent sales that are
“close in time” to the date of finality. This expansion of
the applicable timeframe can work in favor of the property
owner when such post-finality sales support a reduction
in value.

CREDITS AND INCENTIVES

The Transferability and Monetization of
State Tax Credits
Jennifer Zimmerman, Esq.
Horwood Marcus & Berk Chartered
Northbrook, IL
Phone: (312) 606-3247
Email: jzimmerman@hmblaw.com

C

urrently, forty-six states offer some form of tax
credit granted through statute and implemented
through various programs.1 Because of the recent
expansion of state tax credit systems, exchanges are
emerging to help taxpayers and businesses use state tax
credits to their advantage.2 The transferability of state tax
credits enables a company with a low tax burden to use
part of the credit and to sell the remainder to a company
facing a larger tax liability. Transferability keeps tax credit
programs attractive to businesses regardless of tax liability
while preventing the credit from going to waste. However,
it must be noted that there has been some controversy
amongst states as to whether the transferability of the tax
credits achieves the ultimate goal of the states that have
issued the credits.

“Because of the recent expansion of
state tax credit systems, exchanges
are emerging to help taxpayers and
businesses use state tax credits to
their advantage.2”

Varying Aspects of State Tax Credit
Programs
State legislatures are responsible for determining the
amount of credits available. Because of this, the amount
and manner of tax incentives vary dramatically throughout
the United States. Some scholars note that states in the
Midwest and Southeast are quite competitive with credit
programs,3 while Western states incentivize businesses
1

Emily Chasan, Companies Cash in on Tax-Credit Arms
Race, W all S t . J. (June 16, 2014).
2

Id.

3

SALT – State and Local Tax Credits and Iniatives, alliant group , available at http://www.alliantgroup.com/_ag/index.cfm/
our-services/state-and-local-tax-salt/salt-state-local-tax-creditsincentives/
Continued on page 6
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by offering lower tax rates and therefore the use of tax
credits as incentives is less prominent.4
States may choose to place an annual aggregate cap or
an individual aggregate cap on credits. States may also
impose a statutory limit on the amount of credits awarded
annually. Sometimes, states use a lottery system in
granting the limited amount of available credits. An annual
cap may actually discourage participation in the program,
because an applicant may not want to prepare a confusing
application if there is little likelihood of receiving the credit.
There is also much deviation amongst states on the
implementation of state tax credits. Some states
offer non-transferable tax credits, while others offer
transferable tax credits and/or refundable tax credits.
Transferability can be offered through different means,
namely, outright sale, offering refunds, allowing for carryback, or disproportionate allocation. While the first three
methods are straightforward, disproportionate allocation
is more difficult to grasp. Disproportionate allocation is a
mechanism used by pass-through entities where a state
tax credit is allocated to a taxpayer residing in the state
where the project is located, while the federal tax credit
for the exact same project is allocated to a person or
entity residing out-of-state.5
Recently an increasing number of states have authorized
the transferability of state tax. Tax credits that are
frequently transferable include credits for, film production,
historic rehabilitation, brownfield remediation, renewable
energy and breweries.

Methods of Monetization of State Tax
Credits
There are three basic monetization methods for state tax
credits: (1) a state can refund the amount of a credit at
the discount; or (2) the state taxing authority can issue
a tax credit certificate, which can be sold to a third party;
or (3) through the creation of a limited partnership or
syndication structure.
When selling a credit, determining an accurate price for
the credit may be a difficult task. Numerous factors impact
how accurate a determination on credit value may be.
Such factors include: limited knowledge of the situation
which generated the tax credit initially; the efficiency of
the marketplace; the availability of credit transfer service

providers; level of understanding with regards to the
technicality and detail of the process of transferring credits;
buyer indemnification and the possibility of recapture;
and uncertainties with respect to the future of tax credits
because of politics, administration and tax policy.
Tax Credit Brokers
A new market has emerged for tax credit brokers.
Sometimes brokers simply buy the credits themselves and
distribute them to companies after collecting a fee for the
process. However, the process of brokering tax credits is
not always easy and there are many potential problems.
While taxpayers may approach brokers to find buyers for
unused credits, brokers must explain the risk to potential
investors.6 There is always the risk that the credit may be
rescinded by the appropriate taxing authority. If the credit
was obtained through fraudulent business practices,
states have the right to reclaim. Moreover, brokers have
to ensure that the buyer owes taxes in the same state
in which the seller has the credit. If the amount owed in
taxes to a particular state is minimal, the use of the broker
may not be worth the cost.
Arguably most important is that the tax credits are sold
for less than their full value. For the deal to be attractive
to potential buyers there must be a benefit from the
transaction. Typically, sellers will receive eighty-five to
ninety cents on the dollar for their credit; it is quite possible
for sellers to receive less.
Online Incentive Exchange
The Online Incentive Exchange (“OIX”) was founded in
2012 as a mechanism to remove tax credit brokers from
the process. Membership to the online exchange is limited
to institutional organizations or corporations.7 Individuals
are only able to participate in the market through the use
of a tax professional.8
Currently there are no figures on how many transactions
have been completed; however, estimates place the value
of credits already traded well into the millions of dollars.9
When a buyer purchases a second-hand tax credit on the
exchange the buyer purchases the credit at a reduced
rate, typically ninety cents on the dollar. If a transaction is
completed, the OIX will take a fee (between two and five
percent) from the seller.10
6

4
5

Id.

Harry K. Schwartz, State Tax Incentives: State Tax Credits for Historic Preservation, SM056 ALI-ABA 1035.http://www.
preservationnation.org/information-center/economics-of-revitalization/rehabilitation-tax-credits/additional-resources/nthp_
state_tax_credits_model_policy.pdf

Goodman, supra note.

7

OIX FAQs, The Online Incentives Exchange, available at
https://www.theoix.com/home/faq
8

https://www.theoix.com/home/faq

9

Id

10

Id.
Continued on page 7
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The exchange enables prospective buyers and sellers to
compare prices in real time. Some participants prefer this
to the use of brokers, because there is the guarantee that
the price is at market as opposed to trusting a broker for
formulate an accurate market price. Moreover, the OIX
attempts to review credits to ensure that they were not
acquired through fraud or illegal means. This minimizes
the risk of a state reclaiming the credit after it has been
sold. This review process expects to decrease risk more
than trade through brokers.
Advantages to transferring credits
The main advantage for the transferability of tax credits
is that it creates an incentive for people to seek them and
undertake activities deemed beneficial by the issuing state
that would not otherwise be undertaken.11 If tax credits
are worthless in a state, corporations may look outside
the state to receive benefits leading to loss of investment,
reduced innovation, and a decrease in job creation.12
Some scholars suggest that in some instances a
transferrable tax credit is the most beneficial type of tax
credit. If the tax credit is simply refundable the taxpayer
has to wait until its taxes are filed to receive the refund.13
Transferable credits allow a taxpayer to receive cash
whenever they need it.14

“There are also roadblocks for when

sellers would like to sell their credits on the open market. Often times
states’ tax laws are complex and
require the assistance of both accounting and tax professionals.”

Disadvantages of transferring credits
Currently, big businesses can buy tax breaks that states
never intended the credits to benefit. For example, in
2012 Oklahoma considered eliminating the transferability
element altogether and simply offer refundable credits.15
If credits were refundable, the state would issue the full
amount of the unused portion. The taxpayer would have
to wait until it filed its state tax return to receive a refund
check, but would ultimately receive a greater amount of
money than by selling the credit, which never sell at full
value as explained above.

There are also roadblocks for when sellers would like to
sell their credits on the open market. Often times states’
tax laws are complex and require the assistance of both
accounting and tax professionals. This can make costs
higher than benefits.

Taxation of Transferable Tax Credits
The Internal Revenue Service treats transferable tax
credits the same as nontransferable credits until the
point in which the credit is sold.16 The U.S. Tax Court
recently explored the issue of taxing credits in Tempel
v. Commissioner. Tempel involved a married couple that
petitioned for redetermination of an income tax deficiency
that arose from the sale of tax credits in Colorado. 17
The couple donated a qualified conservation easement
to a qualified charitable organization and consequently
received transferable tax credits from the State of
Colorado.18 The taxpayers sold a portion of the credit
they received and claimed a short-term capital gain on
the sale.19
The Court found that the credits were capital assets, but
the gains in this situation qualified as short-term.20 Next,
the Court analyzed the issue of basis. The Court held
that the taxpayers did not have a basis in the credit. In
sum, the U.S. Tax Court found that receipt of a tax credit
was not an accession to wealth; it simply represented a
reduction in state tax liability.
After the decision in Tempel was rendered, the IRS issued
a Chief Counsel Advice (“CCA”) memorandum,21 regarding
the sale of nonrefundable, transferable state income tax
credits. The CCA focuses on the tax consequences for
the transfer of a Massachusetts tax credit. The IRS stated
that the sale of a tax credit is a taxable event. When the
original recipient receives the credit it is not treated as
realizing gross income under section 61 of the Internal
Revenue Code; however, if the tax is transferred to
another taxpayer for some value, the original credit holder
must recognize the gain received. The gain received is
capital in nature. Because the original credit holder never
purchased the credit, the taxpayer does not have any
basis in the credit to offset any gain. The buyer’s basis in
the credit equals the amount of consideration paid.
16

Adam C. Kobos, RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
TAXATION OF TRANSFERABLE STATE TAX CREDITS, 38
WGL-CTAX 38, 38 (July/August 2011).
17

Tempel v. C.I.R., 136 T.C. 341 (2011) aff’d sub nom. Esgar Corp. v. C.I.R., 744 F.3d 648 (10th Cir. 2014).

11

Id.

12

Id.

18

13

Id.

19

Id.

14

Id.

20

Tempel, 136 T.C. at 348.

15

Goodman, supra note.

21

C.C.A. 201147024 (Sep. 15, 2011).

Tempel, 136 T.C. at 341.

Continued on page 8
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It is important to note that the CCA was created in
reference to nonrefundable tax credits. Both the court in
Tempel and the IRS in the CCA found that a tax credit
does not replace ordinary income; but simply reduces
potential tax liability. The court found that gain on the sale
or transfer of credit must be capital in nature. However,
there still remain questions about the taxation of credits
which are refundable.

Conclusion
Despite the attractive nature of tax credits, they are not
without controversy. Critics argue that states spend too
much money to incentivize businesses and that the
money could be better spent in other arenas, such as
education or healthcare. Others argue that states should
completely eliminate all tax incentives and simply lower
tax rates for everyone. However, it is important to note
that the ultimate goal of state tax credits is not in all
cases to generate income for the state. Instead, state
tax incentives are still seen as a tool to attract new and
expanding businesses in the state, and to encourage
certain activities or investment in the state. Those that
obtain tax credits may not have any or enough tax liability
to which its total credits received may apply, but without at
least a portion of the credit, the business may not survive
or thrive. Therefore, to the extent state tax incentives
exist the transferability of these incentives is arguably
still a necessity to the success of the state tax incentive
programs.

INCOME TAX

New York’s Allied Signal Workaround
No Longer Works—the Unconstitutional
Taxation of Gain under the New Law
Amy F. Nogid, Esq.
Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP
New York, NY
Phone: (212) 389.5086
Email: amy.nogid@sutherland.com
Leah Robinson, Esq.
Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP
Phone: (212) 389-5043
Email: leah.robinson@sutherland.com
New York, NY

The Old Regime’s Workaround
Prior to the recent tax reform, New York required gains
from stocks, bonds and similar securities to be included
in the recipient’s taxable income, but only to the extent
of the stock, bond or other security issuers own contacts
with New York, using a mechanism called the “issuer’s
allocation percentage” (“IAP”).1 This regime was unique.
1

For ease of discussion, this article assumes that the fictional taxpayer only had an investment in a single asset which
it sold. Under the old regime, New York taxed business income
by a traditional “business allocation percentage” (“BAP”), and
investment income based on the average of the IAPs from the
preceding year of each of issuers of the stocks, bonds and other
securities owned by the taxpayer. While the BAP measured the
taxpayer’s own property, payroll, and sales (just sales in more
recent years), the IAP for Article 9-A and General Corporation
Tax taxpayers looked to the percentage of the issuer’s average
New York-sourced subsidiary, investment and business capital
over its total capital. 20 N.Y.C.R.R. § 4-7.2(b); 19 R.C.N.Y. §
11-68(b). Investment income would be apportioned using the
average of the IAPs of the various items of investment capital,
weighted according to the value of each investment. The determination of a taxpayer’s IAP may be illustrated as follows:
assume that a taxpayer had invested $1,000 in corporations “A”,
“B”, and “C” as follows: “A” $200, “B” $300, and “C” $500, and
that the value of the investments was equal to the taxpayer’s
investment in the corporations. Also assume that “A’s” New York
IAP for the prior year was 40%, “B’s” was 20%, and “C’s” was
0%. The sum of each of the taxpayer’s investments multiplied by
the respective IAP of each issuer is $140 [($200 x 40%) + ($300
x 20%) + ($500 x 0%)]. That amount, $140, is then divided by
the taxpayer’s total investments ($1,000), yielding the taxpayer’s IAP of 14%). While this approach attempts to apportion income based on the New York contacts of the assets generating
the income, it may still be flawed. After all, in this example, C
had no presence in New York, yet 14% of the taxpayer’s gain
Continued on page 9
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So unique, in fact, that the U.S. Supreme Court felt the
need to highlight New York’s approach in its Illinois-based
MeadWestvaco decision in 2008.2

aware that the constitutionality of its tax system would be
evaluated by the Court.

What made New York’s old regime unique is that it may
have3 actually overcome the problem that caused New
Jersey—and just about every other state—to forgo
taxing the gain on investments in various securities.
This problem was addressed by the U.S. Supreme
Court in Allied Signal,4 where the Court determined that
New Jersey could not tax the gain on the taxpayer’s
investments in certain securities that were not a part of
the taxpayer’s unitary enterprise; only the state of the
taxpayer’s commercial domicile could include such gain
in taxable income.

The New Regime

New York’s approach may have circumvented this
limitation by apportioning the gain differently. The
approach that failed in New Jersey was to apportion the
taxpayer’s gain in its investment based on the taxpayer’s
own apportionment formula.
New York’s approach
instead apportioned the taxpayer’s gain in its investment
based on a formula that considered the investment’s own
apportionment. While New York courts held that this
approach passed constitutional muster, this distinction
in approach was noted by the U.S. Supreme Court. In
MeadWestvaco, the Court said that it would not address
Illinois’ alternative request to rule that since Lexis, the
company MeadWestvaco sold, was itself present in
Illinois, that presence was sufficient to support Illinois’
taxation of the gain, since that was the taxing scheme
employed by New York to tax gains from investments,
and New York did not appear as amicus and was not
from sale of its investment in C stock would be included in the
taxpayer’s New York tax base.
2

MeadWestvaco v. Ill. Dep’t of Revenue, 533 U.S. 16 (2008)
(rejecting Illinois’ alternative request to rule that since Lexis, the
company MeadWestvaco sold, was itself present in Illinois, that
presence was sufficient to support Illinois’ taxation of the gain,
and noting that New York’s tax system, which looks to the instate presence of the investment could be impacted if the Court
were to address Illinois alternative argument).
3

Throughout this article, we indicate that the old regime
“may have” avoided the Allied Signal problem. The validity of
New York’s old regime was never addressed by the U.S. Supreme Court. However, it was upheld by New York courts both
before and after the issuance of Allied-Signal, Inc. v. Director,
Div. of Taxation, 504 U.S. 768 (1992). See In re Allied-Signal,
Inc. v. Tax Appeals Trib., 229 A.D.2d 759, 645 N.Y.S. 2d 895
(3d Dep’t), appeal dismissed, 89 N.Y.2d 859, 653 N.Y.S.2d 281
(1996); Matter of Allied-Signal, Inc. v. Comm’r of Finance, 79
N.Y.2d 73, 580 N.Y.S.2d 696 (1991). References in this article
to “Allied-Signal” are to the U.S. Supreme Court case.
4

Allied-Signal, Inc. v. Director, Div. of Taxation, 504 U.S. 768
(1992).

Of course, that was the approach under old New York
law. New York State’s tax reform did away with the need
to determine the investment’s own apportionment by
rendering all “investment income” exempt from taxation,
subject to some limitations (discussed below). The new
approach for investment income was initially enacted
by New York State in 2014, but then was substantially
modified in 2015. New York City enacted the modified
version in 2015.
As initially enacted by the State in 2014, “investment
income” would have included income from “investments
in stocks that are held by the taxpayer for more than six
consecutive months but are not held for sale to customers
in the regular course of business,” but excluding income
from stock in a corporation engaged in a unitary business
with the taxpayer or included in an elective combined
group.5 For companies headquartered outside of New
York, this looked a lot like the result required by Allied
Signal. For New York-headquartered companies, it was
a nice gift: Under Allied Signal, New York could have
allocated 100% of the gain from such investments to itself,
but instead would have exempted this income altogether.
However, before this regime took effect, the Legislature
changed it (and adopted the same altered regime for
New York City). Under the new regime, investment
income remains exempt, but the investments that can
yield exempt investment income have been dramatically
restricted and total investment income (prior to the
attribution of expenses) may not exceed 8% of entire net
income.6
Investment income is now limited to income from
investments in stock that (1) satisfy the definition of
“capital asset” under I.R.C. § 1221 at all times the taxpayer
owned such stock during the taxable year; (2) are held
by the taxpayer for investment for more than one year;7
(3) would qualify as generating long-term capital gain or
loss for federal purposes; (4) if acquired after January
5

N.Y. Tax Law (former) § 208.5 (2014).

6

N.Y. Tax Law § 208.6(a)(iii) (2015); N.Y.C. Admin. Code
§ 11-652.5(a)(iii) Eight percent purportedly reflects New York
State’s relative gross domestic product; although the City provision also uses the same 8% threshold, presumably, New York
City’s relative gross domestic product is less than 8%.
7

Special rules address stock held for less than one year if
held contiguously but less than one year has passed since acquiring the stock.
Continued on page 10
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1, 2015, have never been held for sale to customers in
the regular course of business; (5) before the close of
the day on which acquired, are clearly identified in the
taxpayer’s records as stock held for investment in the
same manner as described in I.R.C. § 1236(a)(1).8 (We
like to call these five limitations the “Fussy 5.”) In addition,
stock in a corporation conducting a unitary business with
the taxpayer, stock in a corporation that is included in
an elective combined report,9 and stock issued by the
taxpayer are excluded from investment capital.10
Any income or gain that does not qualify as investment
income (or as another category called “other exempt
income”) will be treated as “business income.”11 Business
income is apportioned based on revenue-specific rules that
generally reflect a market-based approach. According to
those provisions, net gains from stock are excluded from
the apportionment formula altogether (excluded from
both the numerator and denominator).12 In other words,
the non-qualifying gain will end up in “business income”
and will be included in the taxable income base that
gets apportioned, but the non-qualifying gain will not be
included in the computation of the apportionment formula.

Stepping Over the Constitutional
Confirmed by Allied-Signal?

Line

Under this new regime, some income from non-unitary
assets may qualify for exempt treatment. As mentioned
above, that result is consistent with Allied Signal’s
restrictions for companies headquartered outside of
New York and is a nice “gift” to New York-headquartered
companies who otherwise could have been required to
include 100% of such income in the tax base.
8

Special rules address a “catch up” provision for stock acquired prior to October 1, 2015.
9

The new regime allows to a taxpayer to elect to file a combined report that includes non-unitary corporations that meet
certain requirements. See N.Y. Tax Law § 210-C.3(a) (2015);
N.Y.C. Admin. Code § 11-654.3.3(a).
10

N.Y. Tax Law § 208.5(a) (2015); N.Y.C. Admin. Code § 11652.4(a).
11

Under the new law, a taxpayer computing tax on the business income base, will subtract the amount of its “investment
income” (less attributed interest) and the amount of its “other
exempt income” (less attributed interest) to reach “business income.” N.Y. Tax Law § 210.1(a) (2015); N.Y.C. Admin. Code §
11-654.1(e)(1)(i) (not denominated as such).
12

N.Y. Tax Law § 210-A.5(2)(G) (2015); N.Y.C. Admin. Code
§ 11-654.2.5(a)(2)(vii). The Commissioners may each exercise
their discretion on a case-by-case basis to adjust a taxpayer’s
apportionment formula. N.Y. Tax Law § 210-A.11 (2015); N.Y.C.
Admin. Code § 11-654.2.11. Presumably, this could include an
adjustment that requires some type of inclusion of the net gain
in the apportionment formula.

But several types of income will not qualify for the
exemption: gain from stock that fails to meet the Fussy
5 requirements, the portion of otherwise-qualifying
investment income that exceeds the 8% ENI cap, and
gains from stock in non-unitary corporations included in the
elective combined return. Inclusion of these types of gain
in the apportionable tax base will almost certainly result
in unfair apportionment since, as the U.S. Supreme Court
told us in Allied Signal, a state other than the taxpayer’s
commercial domicile may not apportion such gain using
the taxpayer’s own BAP.13 Additionally, the lack of “factor
representation” resulting from apportioning that gain by
a factor that excludes the gain from the numerator and
denominator would likely overstate a taxpayer’s activities
in a state, which would generally be unconstitutional.14
“Ah ha!” you say, this is precisely why New York adopted
language indicating that if income from stock cannot
constitutionally be apportioned by the business income
apportionment methodology, then such income will be
reassigned to investment income.15 Since investment
income is exempt, doesn’t this “fail-safe provision” save
the day?
Maybe, but maybe not. While the fail-safe provision
attempts to grant relief, another provision may undo that
relief for some taxpayers. Let’s assume that some gain
from a non-unitary stock ends up in business income
because it failed one of the limitations discussed above.
Since apportioning that gain using the taxpayer’s BAP
would be unconstitutional for a company headquartered
outside of New York and apportioning that gain using
a BAP without factor representation would likely be
unconstitutional for a New York headquartered company,
the gain gets reassigned to investment income and should
be exempt. Problems solved. Unless, of course, the
reassignment results in the taxpayer’s investment income
now exceeding 8% of ENI (or if the taxpayer’s investment
income already exceeded the 8% cap). In such a case,
13

Some may argue that electing to file on a combined basis
implies a voluntary forfeiture of the right to later argue that the
resulting apportionment is unconstitutional. For a discussion of
‘‘unconstitutional conditions,’’ see, e.g., Nollan v. Cal. Coastal
Comm’n, 483 U.S. 825 (1987); Dolan v. City of Tigard, 512 U.S.
374 (1994).
14

See Mobil Oil Corp. v. Commissioner of Taxes, 445 U.S.
425, 461 (1980) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (“Unless the sales,
payroll, and property values connected with the production of
income by the payor corporations are added to the denominator
of the apportionment formula, the inclusion of earnings attributable to those corporations in the apportionable tax base will
inevitably cause [the taxpayer’s] income to be overstated.”).
15

N.Y. Tax Law § 208.5(e) (2015); N.Y.C. Admin. Code § 11652.1.4 (e).
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the overage appears to be reassigned back to business
income, then back to investment income again, then back
to business income again, creating a circular quandary in
which the gain is repeatedly reassigned back and forth
between investment income and business income by the
fail-safe provision and the 8% ENI cap.
Surely, there are rules for determining what to do
when two statutes appear to conflict. But they provide
limited assistance here. Rules of statutory
construction urge a reading that allows two
seemingly disparate provisions to be read
in harmony. If no harmonious reading is
possible—which appears to be the case
here—a statute may be “impliedly repealed”
by a later enacted statute “if the two are in such
conflict that it is impossible to give some effect
to both.”16 With respect to New York State,
the 8% limit was enacted in 2015, potentially
and impliedly repealing the constitutional
reassignment provision enacted in 2014; with respect to
New York City, both provisions were adopted at the same
time and thus neither could subsequently repeal the other.

Remedy
Anticipating the constitutional challenges that will inevitably arise, New York State Department of Taxation and
Finance and the New York City Department of Finance
may be amenable to interpreting the interplay between
the savings clause and the 8% ENI cap in a manner that
favors the savings clause. After all, even if the 8% ENI
cap supersedes the statutory savings provision, the resulting apportionment (based on the taxpayer’s own BAP)
would still cause a constitutional problem. But there is no
guarantee that the Departments will indeed favor the savings clause or that doing so via a publication or regulation
is sufficient. Plus, while there may be some appeal to
that interpretation, the Departments may have their hands
tied—favoring the savings clause could render the Fussy
5 requirements utterly meaningless and could negate the
language in the definition of investment capital that specifically excludes from investment capital investments in
subsidiaries included in the elective combined group.17
Another option would be for the Departments to exercise
their discretionary powers18 in to ensure constitutional re-

sults. Then again, discretionary authority is usually granted on an audit-by-audit basis.
Taxpayers may want to consider self-help. In other words,
instead of including non-qualifying gains in business income, taxpayers ought to consider invoking the savings
clauses in Tax Law § 208.5(e) and Administrative Code
§ 11-652.1.4(e) proactively and treating non-qualifying
gains as exempt investment income on the basis that
treating them as business income would
result in unfair apportionment in violation
of the Constitution. There is, of course, risk
that the Departments could argue that the
stock was either issued by a corporation
unitary with the taxpayer, which would render the Allied Signal analysis moot. (Companies considering self-help should discuss
this option with their outside advisors and
should consider whether there is a need to
post a reserve.) Another option would be to
seek relief from the courts, either by way of declaratory
judgment or by challenging an audit assessment.
Generally when courts invalidate a tax law as being unconstitutional, the court only strikes the unconstitutional
provision from the statute and does not attempt to fashion a remedy.19 Determining the appropriate remedy is
left to the legislature. The New York Legislature could
attempt to retroactively expand the definition of exempt
investment income (eliminating the Fussy 5, the exclusion
of gain from corporations included in a combined report,
and the 8% ENI cap) or the Legislature could adopt retroactive apportionment provisions that would source the
non-qualifying income in an appropriate manner.20 The
most appropriate manner would be the one consistent
with Allied Signal—100% allocation for New York headquartered companies and 0% for non-headquartered
companies. The Legislature may consider readopting an
IAP approach, which may or may not solve the constitutional problems, but the Legislature’s considered departure from use of the IAP scheme suggests that the chance
of its resurrection is remote.

Conclusion
The Supreme Court determined that gain from a non-unitary asset could only be included in the tax base in the
taxpayer’s state of commercial domicile. New York’s old

16

Town of Brookhaven v. N.Y.S. Board of Equalization and
Assessment, 88 N.Y.2d 354, 645 N.Y.S.2d 436 (1996).
17

N.Y. Tax Law S 208.5(a) (2015); N.Y.C. Admin. Code § 11652.4(a)
18

N.Y. Tax Law § 210-A.11 (2015); N.Y.C. Admin. Code § 11654.2.11.

19

Sometimes merely striking the unconstitutional portion will
be sufficient remedy.
20

See Moran Towing Corp. v. Urbach, 1 A.D.3d 722, 768
N.Y.S.2d 33 (3rd Dep’t 2003) (allowing for retroactive New York
legislation to remedy an unconstitutional tax provision).
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regime provided an even better result for New York headquartered companies (because it sought to tax less than
the 100% Allied Signal would have allowed) and a worse
result for companies headquartered outside of New York
(because it sought to tax more than the 0% Allied Signal
would have allowed). While New York’s new regime purports to exempt qualifying investment income from taxation, it appears to seek a larger portion of non-qualifying
income than it would have under its prior law (assuming
taxpayer’s BAP are higher than the IAP). But when all
is said and done, New York is limited to the intersection
between what both New York’s law and the Constitution
allows. After the dust clears from the inevitable constitutional challenges, New York will likely be left with a worse
result than under its old law: the ability to include 0% of
non-unitary gain from headquartered and non-headquartered companies alike.
© Copyright 2015 Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP. This
article is for informational purposes and is not intended
to constitute legal advice. The views expressed by the
authors are the authors’ alone, and do not necessarily
represent the views of Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP
or its clients.

PROPERTY TAX

“Do I Need an Appraisal to Reduce my
Ad Valorem TPP Tax? - A Magistrate’s
Perspective”
Tammy Blackburn, ASA
Equipment and Inventory Appraiser
For What It’s Worth Appraisals, Inc.
Seminole, FL
Phone: (727) 902-9744
Email: tammy@forwhatitsworth.us

O

ften taxpayers and tax agents go to a value
adjustment board hearing without knowing the
requirements of overcoming the county tax
appraiser’s presumption of correctness. This article
will take you behind the judge’s bench to see what
communication is required to properly present your case
and explains how a property tax valuation can help. These
tips will provide valuable insights to taxpayers, tax agents/
advocates, tax attorneys, county property appraisers, and
independent fee appraisers hired to provide appraisals for
tax appeal.
As a seasoned Tangible Personal Property Special
Magistrate who has served over ten counties in Florida, I
have seen a variety of cases and numerous methods used
in an attempt to reduce taxable value of tangible personal
property (TPP). Often times, those efforts are in vain
because the taxpayer or tax advocate is unaware of either
the taxpayer’s burden to overcome the county assessor’s
“presumption of correctness” or the magistrate’s burden
to resolve the valuation issue. This article will explain
these burdens, the Value Adjustment Board (VAB)
process and participants, how to select an independent
appraiser to establish taxable value, and how taxpayers
can appeal their assessment to get tax relief. Although
this article is written from a tax appeal perspective, county
property appraisers (PAs) or assessors will also benefit
from it because they will discover how to fine-tune their
valuation processes and presentations for VAB hearings.
PAs and attorneys will also recognize the challenges that
magistrates face when conducting a hearing, reviewing
and weighing testimony and evidence, and coming to
a conclusion for the VAB recommendation. Since my
experience is in Florida, this magistrate’s perspective is
based on Florida’s statutes and VAB rules. Other states’
tax appeal processes may use different terminology and
procedures. These opinions are not intended to be legal
advice. Instead, current state statutes should be followed.

Continued on page 13
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Ad Valorem 101
Ad valorem taxes are based on the value of the property.
In Florida, the level of value is specified as “just value”
(i.e., fair market value, FMV). Typically, the assessed
value is determined by the county’s property appraiser
(PA) using mass appraisal techniques such as a
computer model. When a taxpayer believes that the
assessed value exceeds FMV, he or she can petition the
VAB, an independent, decision-making panel of elected
and citizen representatives. Additionally, the taxpayer
can meet with the PA to discuss factors affecting value or
the taxpayer can bring the matter before a circuit court.
Whether the method of appeal is through the PA’s office,
the VAB, or the circuit court, the final assessed value
must be arrived at by complying with the state’s statutes.
Therefore, if the taxpayer chooses to appeal his/her
assessment the taxpayer’s burden is to provide evidence
that the PA’s value is overstated. In each of these three
appeal processes, an independent fee appraisal can
be beneficial. PAs often accept independent appraisal
values as proof of FMV to adjust taxable value. If the PA
refuses to settle out-of-hearing, the taxpayer can petition
the VAB to have the case heard by a special magistrate.
Special magistrates are accredited appraisers with
more than five years of experience appraising TPP.
Since the magistrate is an appraiser, he or she will be
able to understand a properly performed appraisal to
determine whether it meets the requirements of law,
which may justify a reduction in taxable value. In Florida,
the taxpayer is no longer required to provide an estimate
of value; however, without evidence, a magistrate cannot
reduce the assessed value. Arguments and testimony
unsupported by documentation are often insufficient to
justify a reduction.

Roles and Goals
In a perfect world, all three parties (magistrate, taxpayer,
and PA) have the same goal: to determine the just value of
the taxable property. However, appraisal is a combination
of art and science resulting in a qualified opinion, when
proper appraisal methodology is followed. The special
magistrate’s job in a VAB hearing is to consider and
collect testimony and evidence to determine which of
the parties has the “preponderance of the evidence” to
prove that the PA’s value is either correct as assessed or
is excessive. When it comes to a VAB hearing, the PA’s
burden is to defend his or her value and the “presumption
of correctness” which is afforded to him or her by the law.
The opposing party in a VAB hearing is the petitioner: a
taxpayer who has filed a tax appeal petition with the VAB
to request a hearing.

Differences in opinion of value occur for many reasons.
For example, the parties may disagree on which property is
taxable. If a taxpayer does not list “disposals” on the annual
tax filing, he or she may be paying taxes to perpetuity on
assets no longer owned or being used by the business.
Sometimes property is still owned, but moved and used in
another county’s taxation jurisdiction. In that case, the tax
roles need to be updated. Another common issue brought
before magistrates is the challenge to a classification
for an asset. Since PAs apply different “useful lives” to
different classifications of property, the misclassification of
an asset can result in a slower physical depreciation, and
therefore, higher cumulative tax paid over more years.
In some counties, PAs apply a minimum, residual value
percentage to the reported cost of the asset. While the
PA is required to assess all taxable property, this residual
value may not reflect just value of each asset. Often times
the disagreement is with appraisal methodology, such as
trending historical cost, “useful life” assigned to an asset
or category of assets, and deductions for functional and
economic obsolescence. These are all areas that can be
resolved with an independent fee appraisal.

“In a perfect world, all three parties

(magistrate, taxpayer, and PA) have
the same goal: to determine the just
value of the taxable property. However, appraisal is a combination of
art and science resulting in a qualified opinion, when proper appraisal
methodology is followed.”

What do you expect?
The tax appeal process can be a laborious and timeconsuming. Choosing the right appraiser can reduce your
tax appeal preparation burden; however, it is imperative
to use an appraiser with the proper credentials, education
and experience. Accredited Senior Appraisers (“ASA”s)
are widely recognized as experts in the field of appraisal,
both for special magistrate selection and for expert
witness testimony. ASAs are members of the American
Society of Appraisers, one of the most prominently
recognized professional appraisal organizations for
tangible personal property. ASAs have over five years of
appraisal experience, extensive appraisal education with
testing, and have passed a comprehensive review of their
appraisal reports by the American Society of Appraisers’
review committee. ASAs are also required to maintain
continuing education levels in order to retain their
designation. In addition to accreditation, also consider
Continued on page 14
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your appraiser’s discipline and experience. Tangible
personal property should be appraised by a professional,
accredited appraiser with significant experience
appraising machinery and equipment. In contrast, real
property methodology is significantly different than the
practices used to value tangible personal property.
Ask about the appraiser’s experience performing
appraisals specific to tax appeal. Even though an
accredited appraiser is qualified to provide an ad valorem
valuation, selecting an appraiser with specific experience
with the VAB process and knowledge of the statutes will
provide a more comprehensive appraisal report. On the
other hand, an appraisal lacking sufficient explanation
may prohibit the magistrate from accepting the appraised
value or overturning the PA’s value assessment. An
appraisal report used for tax appeal should contain
enough information and backup documentation to
allow the magistrate to conclude that the appraiser has
sufficiently performed the appraisal using “professionally
accepted appraisal practices.” At a minimum, the
appraisal should be USPAP-certified (Uniform Standards
of Professional Appraisal Practice) and signed by an
accredited senior appraiser. The USPAP certificate attests
to the unbiasedness nature of the valuation and states
that proper methodology was used. The report should
clearly and sufficiently explain how the requirements of
the taxation statutes were met and should stand on its
own to demonstrate to the magistrate that the appraiser
understood and applied all of the requirements of law
when performing the appraisal.

for having the appraiser available for testimony at the
hearing. Petitioners often lose at the hearing by taking
a shortcut by hiring just the tax advocate to argue the
case, but not having the appraiser present for testimony
and cross-examination. For the best results, a taxpayer
should require expert testimony from an independent
appraiser and get his/her defense from a tax advocate.

One should note that this paper is not promoting tax
appeal for cases in which the evidence does not warrant
an adjustment to assessed value. The VAB process
is specifically designed only to determine whether the
assessed value exceeds just value. You should expect a
qualified, accredited appraiser to perform your appraisal
using professionally acceptable appraisal practices,
providing you with an appraisal report that clearly
demonstrates the scope of work performed. However,
you should not expect your appraiser to arrive at a predetermined value, a decrease in value, or a tax reduction
resulting from the appraisal. Properly performed, ethical
appraisals are based on factual evidence. Without this
evidence, an appraiser cannot form a solid opinion of
value and a magistrate cannot reduce taxable value.
Also, since your appraiser is independent, you should
not expect him/her to argue your case at a hearing. The
appraiser is your unbiased, expert witness - not your
advocate. For this reason, taxpayers will often hire a tax
advocate to explain the taxpayer’s position to the PA or
to the magistrate at a hearing. Keep in mind that even
a well-documented appraisal report should not substitute
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IPT 2015 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Property Tax School
Georgia Tech Hotel &
Conference Center
Atlanta, GA
August 9 - 13, 2015

Income Tax Symposium
JW Marriott Austin
Austin, TX
November 1 - 4, 2015

CMI Sales Tax Exams
Renaissance Indian Wells Resort
Indian Wells, CA
September 25 - 26, 2015
Sales Tax Symposium
Renaissance Indian Wells Resort
Indian Wells, CA
September 27 - 30, 2015
Value Added Tax Symposium
Renaissance Indian Wells Resort
Indian Wells, CA
September 30 - October 2, 2015
Personal Property Tax School
Georgia Tech Hotel &
Conference Center
Atlanta, GA
October 11 - 15, 2015
CMI Income Tax Exams
JW Marriott Austin
Austin, TX
October 31 - November 1, 2015
CMI Property Tax Exams
JW Marriott Austin
Austin, TX
October 31 - November 1, 2015

Property Tax Symposium
JW Marriott Austin
Austin, TX
November 1 - 4, 2015
CCIP Credits & Incentives Exams
JW Marriott Austin
Austin, TX
November 2 - 3, 2015
Credits & Incentives Symposium
JW Marriott Austin
Austin, TX
November 3 - 6, 2015

2016 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Sales Tax School I
Georgia Tech Hotel &
Conference Center
Atlanta, GA
February 21 - 26, 2016
CMI Sales Tax Exams
Georgia Tech Hotel & Conference
Center
Atlanta, Georgia
February 26 - 27, 2016
Sales Tax School II
Marriott Kingsgate
Conference Center
Cincinnati, OH
May 1 - 6, 2016
IPT Annual Conference
Grand Traverse Resort
Traverse City, MI
June 12 - 15, 2016
Real Property Tax School
AT&T Executive Education Center
Austin, TX
July 17 - 21, 2016
Property Tax School
Georgia Tech Hotel &
Conference Center
Atlanta, GA
August 7 - 11, 2016
Personal Property Tax School
Georgia Tech Hotel &
Conference Center
Atlanta, GA
October 9 - 13, 2016

Recorded Distance Learning Courses are Available at IPT.org
Please check IPT’s online Calendar of Events for additional programs that may be added.

CODE OF ETHICS: CANON 2
IT IS UNETHICAL to engage in any activity that results in a conviction of any
crime committed in connection with the member’s involvement in a tax matter.
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This information is provided by International Appraisal
Company (IAC) and is provided for quick reference/
reminder purposes only. IPT and IAC make no guarantee to completeness or accuracy and are not responsible for errors or omissions or for any results
from the use of this information. We strongly suggest
confirmation of all information with local taxing jurisdictions.

Appeals Due:
FL* IL*

ME*

NH

UT*

WI*

CA

9/15 - counties that mail notices by 8/1

NY

9/1 Westchester (Court Appeals)

PA

9/1 all counties not already listed

RI*

90 days from tax bill

UT

9/15

Personal Property Filing Dates:
WV

9/1

Assessment Dates: None
*

Dates vary, check jurisdiction
Confirm all information with local taxing jurisdictions.

T

hank you to IPT members who have already joined
the IPT LinkedIn group as we now have over
3300 members. We encourage you to join the IPT
LinkedIn Discussion group and share the group with other
tax professionals in your network.
Follow IPT on Facebook and Twitter and "like" our Facebook page for updates on IPT event registration, photos
and other IPT news.
If you have not already done so, please join these
groups today by clicking on the icons below.
Thank you for your continued support of IPT!

2015 CMI & CCIP Exam Schedule
CMI Sales Tax Exams:

September 25 – 26, 2015
Renaissance Indian Wells Resort
Indian Wells, California

CMI Property Tax Exams:

October 31 – November 1, 2015
JW Marriott Austin
Austin, Texas

CMI Income Tax Exams:

October 31 – November 1, 2015
JW Marriott Austin
Austin, Texas

CCIP Exams:

November 2 – 3, 2015
JW Marriott Austin
Austin, Texas

Applications must be received in the IPT
office 90 days prior to the examination date.
Potential candidates are encouraged to plan ahead to
avoid missing the application deadlines and thus the
opportunity to sit for the exam. Visit the IPT website for all
deadlines and to download an application.

1

M

embers who refer at least
one new member to IPT
will be entered into a prize
drawing at IPT’s Annual Business
Meeting. Each time you refer a
new member to IPT, your name
will be placed in the drawing. In
order to receive recognition and
JUST
the opportunity to participate in
the drawing, please make sure the person(s) you refer
includes your name on his or her application. As we grow
our membership, IPT can bring you better benefits, such
as greater educational opportunities. Please participate in
the Just One More Campaign and help in the continued
growth of IPT. Individuals who referred one or more new
members during the previous month are listed below.

MORE

Property Tax Calendar ~ September 2015

Richard W. Berry

Steven G. Mills, CMI

Robert J. Meiers, Jr.

August 2015
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Sales Tax Symposium

Value Added Tax Symposium

IPT’s Sales Tax Symposium is your opportunity to take
a deep dive into the topics that are top of mind for sales
and use tax professionals, delivered by experts who will
provide you with best practices, alternate strategies and
ways to demonstrate the value of your work to clients and
employers.

IPT’s Value Added Tax Symposium is your chance to get indepth information on the pressing issues that face VAT tax
professionals and provides you with the opportunity to get
insight on how to manage unique and emerging issues. At
the Symposium, you will find focused education on VAT and
its impact on multi-national companies and cross-border
transactions, featuring in-depth discussions on regional
perspectives, legal standards, compliance automation and
specific industry issues.

Renaissance Indian Wells Resort
Indian Wells, CA
September 27 - 30, 2015

The program includes a varied range of topics from industry
specific issues (manufacturing, hotels, transportation,
bottling, telecommunications and healthcare), to structured
transactions and M&A, to “responsible” person liability,
as well as many topics relevant to sales and use tax
professionals. (See the brochure for more information on
each session.)
At the symposium you create your own agenda so you are
able to build a program that is the most effective use of your
time. And, as one of IPT’s largest programs, you will have
the chance to network with hundreds of other sales and use
tax professionals.
Enrollment is limited to members and employees of
companies that have IPT members
Online Registration

Brochure

Registration Form

Hotel Reservation

Renaissance Indian Wells Resort
Indian Wells, CA
September 30 - October 2, 2015

The sessions at the Symposium will incorporate best
practices and strategies that you can customize to meet
your particular circumstances, helping you demonstrate
your expertise and value to clients and employers.
A working knowledge of VAT is suggested for those who
attend, but there are no prerequisites for the Symposium.
Enrollment is limited to members and employees of
companies that have IPT members.
Online Registration

Brochure

Registration Form

Hotel Reservation

Income Tax Symposium

Property Tax Symposium

You will get a thorough and comprehensive update of
current state business income tax developments when
you attend IPT’s Income Tax Symposium. The Symposium
is designed to help income tax professionals understand
the new and emerging issues they encounter, as well
as provide attendees with in-depth analyses on nexus,
apportionment, tax planning, taxation of foreign income,
business restructuring transactions, and other issues.

IPT’s Property Tax Symposium is designed for experienced
property tax professionals and features the latest
developments in ad valorem tax issues and best practices
in tax management, compliance and valuation.

JW Marriott Austin
Austin, TX
November 1 - 4, 2015

The sessions are led by a team of experts who will
provide you with best practices, alternate strategies and
ways to demonstrate the value of your work to clients and
employers. The sessions at the Symposium meet IPT’s
rigorous standards for excellence and provide you the
opportunity to build your professional network through
interactions with other income tax professionals.
Enrollment is limited to members and employees of
companies that have IPT members, and there are no
prerequisites for this symposium
Online Registration
Registration Form

Hotel Reservation

JW Marriott Austin
Austin, TX
November 1 - 4, 2015

The Symposium offers a number of sessions focused on
specific industries such as oil/gas, alternative energy and
technology as well as sessions that feature best practices
and strategies for managing complex topics like the
appeals process, issues that cross jurisdictions, software
as property and “misfit” taxes, just to name a few.
The session will be led by a team of experts who are
motivated to help you understand the intricacies of
complicated issues and how you can develop a game
plan to successfully manage them, thereby helping
you demonstrate the value you bring to your clients and
employers.
Enrollment is limited to members and employees of
companies that have IPT members, and there are no
prerequisites for this symposium.
Online Registration 		

Hotel Reservation
August 2015
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Credits & Incentives Symposium
JW Marriott Austin
Austin, TX
November 3 - 6, 2015

Upcoming IPT Local Luncheon

In order to be effective, credits and incentives professionals
must possess the ability to identify, develop and implement
new projects and understand the complexities of working
with state, local and international governments.

ATLANTA LOCAL LUNCHEON GROUP

IPT’s Credits & Incentives Symposium features content
that emphasizes practical applications of theories,
techniques, and procedures to help them do just that.
This year’s Symposium will feature sessions on global
incentives such those in Asia, Europe and Latin America
and for specific areas of the US including the west, central
northeast and southeast regions.
The sessions will provide in-depth analysis on a variety
of topics critical to the success of C&I professionals
and how to manage them, for example, understanding
how public relations can influence outcomes, using
new-market credits, and understanding the economic
impact analyses jurisdictions consider when making C&I
decisions. The content covered during the sessions will
help C&I professionals successfully navigate a project
from start to finish, demonstrating their value to clients
and employers. Enrollment is limited to members and
employees of companies that have IPT members, and
there are no prerequisites for this symposium.
Online Registration 		

Hotel Reservation

Thursday, September 17, 2015

Time:

2:30 PM

Place:

57th Fighter Group Restaurant
3829 Clairmont Road
Atlanta, GA 30341

Contact: Sandra Robertson, Chair, at 678.291.7944
or srobertson@rocktenn.com

Website: atlantaipt.org

Local Luncheon Highlights

PHOENIX LOCAL LUNCHEON GROUP
HIGHLIGHTS
Friday, July 24, 2015

Careers
Helping to connect IPT members with
careers, IPT connects great people with
great opportunities. Visit the Career
Opportunities page on the IPT website
for career position descriptions and
requirements.

The Phoenix IPT Luncheon Committee hosted its Summer
2015 Luncheon at Maggiano’s Little Italy on Friday, July
24, 2015. The luncheon was attended by more than fifty
individuals and the purpose of the luncheon was to reflect
on the passage of Prop 117–a year later–and HB 2253.
Prop 117 is a voter approved initiative that was passed in
the 2012 Arizona general election that limits the increase
of the limited property value to 5% per year, which is the
sole value used to calculate primary and secondary taxes.
The exception to this limitation is when a property owner
has added or deleted improvements to the property.
David Milner, with Marvin F. Poer and Company, gave
a thorough presentation describing the background
leading up to Prop 117, the intent of Prop 117, and how
it has affected Arizona. He explained how HB 2253 was
introduced to change the valuation cycle of real estate as
a result of Prop 117. After his planned remarks, he took
questions from the group. The Phoenix Local Luncheon
Committee thanks all who participated in the event.

August 2015
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NEW MEMBERS
CREDITS & INCENTIVES
MEMBERS
Jeremy N. Demuth
Deloitte Tax LLP
Chicago, IL
Taylor Mayeux
Stonehenge Capital Company, LLC
Baton Rouge, LA
Gopika J. Parikh
Ernst & Young LLP
Washington, DC

INCOME TAX MEMBERS
Ralph Furlo, III
Ernst & Young LLP
New York, NY
Michele Randall
Ernst & Young LLP
Chicago, IL

PROPERTY TAX MEMBERS
*Kimberly Garrett
Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Newport Beach, CA
Jeffrey M. Gradone, Esq.
Archer & Greiner, P.C.
Princeton, NJ
*Ly Ngov
Brixmor Property Group
Conshohocken, PA
James T. Ryan, III, Esq.
Stavitsky & Associates LLC
Fairfield, NJ

SALES TAX MEMBERS

PENDING AFFILIATE MEMBER

*Amy L. Adams
Life Technologies Corporation
Carlsbad, CA

Paul Karas
US Tax Relief Ltd.
New Orleans, LA

Charlotte Givens
United Rentals, Inc.
Temple Terrace, FL

NEW AFFILIATE MEMBERS

Amanda Harvey
The Wendy’s Company
Dublin, OH

Mark S. Cappuccio, Esq.
Eastburn and Gray, P.C.
Blue Bell, PA

Jeremy Jester, Esq.
Grant Thornton LLP
McLean, VA

PROPERTY TAX

Mark T. Kenney, MAI, SRPA, MRICS
American Valuation Group, Inc.
Lansdale, PA

Anna Masin
The Boeing Company
Newcastle, WA
Andrew McNeish
Dixon Hughes Goodman LLP
Charlotte, NC
Matthew Noah
International Paper Company
Memphis, TN
John E. Tanks
Air Liquids USA LLC
Houston, TX
Shirley Tanner
Graybar Electric Company, Inc.
Clayton, MO
Stephanie D. Thomas
Fiserv Solutions, Inc.
Norcross, GA

This list consists of individuals who
have previously been a member of IPT
or who are employed by a business
that employs or employed others who
are or were members of IPT.
IPT Board of Governors policy requires that the names of pending affiliate members appear in our monthly
newsletter. Please direct any relevant
information or comments (regarding
admission to membership) to the IPT
office.
*Denotes Regular Member

*Vicki Van Vleet
Menasha Corporation
Neenah, WI

Susan Shields
Ryan, LLC
Scottsdale, AZ

August 2015
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Member Spotlight

Sometimes you just know
when the right one comes
along. That’s been true on
several occasions for IPT
member Gregory Broege,
Esq. He married his high
school sweetheart, is still
an avid follower of his alma
mater Florida State, and
when he began as a property
Gregory Broege, Esq.
tax attorney for Ajalat, Polley,
Ayoob & Matarese, he was
introduced to IPT and was immediately impressed by the
educational and networking opportunities it offered.
With IPT, Greg hit the ground running. The partners in
his firm have been active members of the Institute for a
number of years and upon joining the firm, encouraged
him to attend some IPT events. After a few, Greg was
hooked and he became an IPT member in 2013.
He immediately got involved by serving on the Property
Tax Symposium Committee and helped plan the 2013
and 2014 events. He says he really enjoyed working
with the committee to come up with diverse and in-depth
topics for the sessions and appreciated that IPT ventured
beyond basic information and drilled down into issues that
were most relevant to property tax professionals. Greg
is the Chair of the 2015 Property Tax Symposium and
was a speaker at this year’s Annual Conference. He was
recently appointed the Property Tax Program Chair for the
2016 Annual Conference.
At this year’s Annual Conference, Greg received the New
Member Achievement Award in recognition for his service
to IPT. He was honored to be given the award and is
determined to continue sharing his time and expertise with
IPT and its members. He feels that IPT is the best in the
business when it comes to educating SALT professionals
and adds that he has grown both professionally and
personally as a result of his participation in IPT.
Greg lives in Burbank, California, with his wife Erin and
their two sons, ages 4 and 10 months. In the coming
years he looks forward to continuing his service to IPT,
watching his family grow and one day coaching his sons
on the baseball, football or soccer field; or perhaps on the
basketball court; or maybe even in the pool.

If you’re a Twin, Viking, Timberwolf, Lynx or a fan of the
Wild, then you have a lot in
common with Israel Wilson.
A Minnesota native, Israel is
a fan of all things Minnesota
sports.
Israel is a fixed assets
manager for Consolidated
Container Company and
Israel Wilson
has been there for fourteen
years. He began in the plant accounting area, transferred
to fixed assets/tax department in late 2014, and is looking
forward to attending the IPT’s Property Tax School in August, which will be his first IPT event.
Israel first learned about IPT through a colleague and
longtime IPT member at his company who is retiring at
the end of the year and he is excited about the opportunity to learn more about IPT, its members and educational
resources.
Israel lives in the Omaha area with his two daughters,
ages three and eight, and he has been married to his
wife Melanie for nine years. Although he plans to return to
Minneapolis to see some of his beloved Minnesota teams
play, he anticipates that he will spend much of his summer poolside, as his daughters are very active in swimming and other outdoor activities.

State Business Income Taxation Book
State Business Income Taxation includes

contributions from some of the nation’s preeminent
state business income tax practitioners, a virtual
Who’s Who of SALT professionals. This treatise,
derived from the authors’ many years of expertise in
state business income taxation, is a vital reference
tool. Let the leading state and local income tax
experts provide you with the answers you need by
purchasing this book and accompanying CD today!

Click here to order this vital resource.
August 2015
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Reminder:
CMI/CCIP Candidate Policies
CMI/CCIP Candidate Application and Exam
Fees
Beginning January 1, 2015, CMI and CCIP Candidate
Application and Exam fees changed to the following:
There will be a $100 CMI/CCIP candidate application fee
and $50 fee per exam. Candidates will pay $150 at the
time of application to cover the application fee and first
exam fee. All fees are nonrefundable and nontransferable
to another exam administration or another candidate.
However, if a candidate cancels the registration for an
exam prior the cutoff date (30 days prior to the exam), the
fee may be used at the next exam opportunity. The $50
exam fee will apply to candidates taking both the written
and oral exams, or only the written exam or oral exam.

CMI/CCIP Candidate Exam Review Policy
The following Candidate Review Policy is in place in
order to provide concrete, objective and standardized
information to candidates following an unsuccessful CMI/
CCIP exam attempt.
Candidates, who did not pass the written and/or oral
exam, will receive a list of categories in which further
study and/or experience is needed as indicated by their
exam performance.
More information on all of these announcements can be
found on IPT’s website at www.ipt.org.
If you have questions about the CMI Professional
Designation that are not answered on our website, please
contact Emily Archer, Certification Officer, at earcher@ipt.
org.
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Question of the Month.
What happens to my certification if my
membership becomes inactive or I change
employers?
A member’s certification remains active for six months after
his or her membership becomes inactive. Membership
will become inactive upon a change of employers. If
membership is reactivated within the six-month grace
period, the member’s certification is unaffected. Once
the certification is changed to inactive status, however,
the member must submit the Application to Reactivate
Designation along with all required CPE documentation
and fees.
More information on all of these announcements can
be found on IPT’s website at www.ipt.org. If you have
questions about the CMI Professional Designation that
are not answered on our website, please contact Emily
Archer, Certification Officer, at earcher@ipt.org.

The Updated 4th Edition of the
Property Taxation Book
is Available for Purchase!
The 4th edition of the Property Taxation book is
available in a convenient new format! The book
includes updated content, paired with the essential
information that is useful to tax professionals at every
stage of their career.
Member feedback revealed that at almost 650
pages, the book was too cumbersome to carry when
traveling. This made it difficult to use the resource
outside of the office. To solve this issue, the book was
condensed into a flash drive, which is user-friendly,
easily searchable and highly portable. You will notice
the difference!
The flash drive costs $100 for IPT members, $125
for those employed by companies with IPT members
and $175 for non-members. Order your copy today
at ipt.org.
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